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Abstract
We construct finitary set-truncated higher inductive types (HITs) from quotients and the propositional truncation. For that, we
first define signatures as a modification of the schema by Basold et al., and we show they give rise to univalent categories of algebras
in both sets and setoids. To interpret HITs, we use the well-known method of initial algebra semantics. The desired algebra is
obtained by lifting the quotient adjunction to the level of algebras and adapting Dybjer’s and Moeneclaey’s interpretation of HITs
in setoids. From this construction, we conclude that the equality types of HITs are freely generated and that HITs are unique.
The results are formalized in the UniMath library.
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Introduction

Homotopy type theory (HoTT) is a form of intensional type theory. It has semantics in the simplicial sets
model [28], and types represent spaces, terms represent points, and equalities represent paths, and so on.
Furthermore, equality is proof relevant and we frequently talk about homotopies: paths between paths.
One of the main features of HoTT is higher inductive types (HITs) [41]. These are types generated by
constructors for their points, paths, homotopies, and so on. HITs have been used in numerous applications
among which are homotopical patch theory [10], synthetic homotopy theory [31,32,41], defining type theory
within type theory [6,7], constructive finiteness [22], and the partiality monad [5]. To get a feeling for what
HITs are, let us look at some examples.
Inductive S 1 :=
| base : S 1
| loop : base = base

Inductive kAk :=
| | · |Q
: A → kAk
| p : (x, y : kAk), x = y

Inductive Z2 :=
| Z : Z2
| S : Z2 →
Q Z2
| mod : (x : Z2 ), S(S x) = x
| Ztrunc : isaset(Z2 )

The first one, S 1 , is the circle. It has a point base and a path loop : base = base. Since neither the point
nor path constructors uses arguments from S 1 , this HIT is non-recursive. The second, kAk, is the propositional
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truncation of A. This type is A with all its points identified. Note that the path constructor p uses arguments
from kAk, which means this HIT is recursive. The last one, Z2 , is the integers modulo 2 and note that both the
point constructor S and path constructor mod are recursive. A HIT is called finitary if its point constructor
is described by a finitary polynomial and it is called set-truncated if it is a set.
In this paper, we show that all finitary set-truncated HITs can be constructed with quotients and propositional truncations. This briefly means that all higher inductive types exist if a small number of simple ones
exist. The main idea of the proof is to take advantage that the quotient is left adjoint functor from setoids
to sets [38]. To relate this to HITs, we first define schemes, which are an internalized version of the schema
by Basold et al. [12], and categories of algebras on them. Then we lift the quotient adjunction to an adjunction from algebras in setoids to algebras in sets. Since initiality implies induction, it suffices to construct the
initial setoid algebra for which we adapt the construction by Dybjer and Moeneclaey [20,36]. Note that from
our construction we can conclude that all finitary set-truncated HITs can be constructed from non-recursive
ones. Since quotients can be constructed from coequalizers and set truncations, we only need coequalizers and
propositional/set truncations for this construction [37].
1.1

Background and Related Work

The HITs we study in this paper, are set-truncated and recursion is allowed for both the point and path
constructors. It is a variation of the scheme by Basold et al. [12], which does not allow constructors for higher
paths. Other schemata of higher inductive types have already been defined. W-suspensions, developed by
Sojakova [39], allow defining HITs without recursive constructors, but these are not necessarily truncated.
The scheme by Dybjer and Moenclaey is similar to the one by Basold et al., as it allows recursion for both
the points and paths, but in addition, it supports constructors for homotopies. Since types are ω-groupoids
[42,33], a type-theoretical version of these also provide a semantic specification of HITs [24]. At the moment,
the definition which encompasses all these options, are higher inductive-inductive types (HIITs) [26] where
induction-induction and paths in arbitrary dimensions are permitted. These are a generalization of quotient
inductive-inductive types (QIITs) developed by Altenkirch et al. [4]. Furthermore, Cavallo and Harper extend
computational cubical type theory with a scheme for indexed cubical inductive types [9,15].
In addition to the schemata, some meta theory also has been developed. Here we internally provide initial
algebra semantics for our scheme meaning that we show initial implies induction. Awodey et al. showed a
stronger result for inductive types in intensional type theory [11,19], namely that initiality is equivalent to
induction, and Sojakova proved this for W-suspensions [39]. For QIITs, initial algebra semantics has also been
given [4]. Beside initial algebra semantics, Cavallo and Harper shows that computational cubical type theory,
with cubical inductive types, satisfies canonicity [9,15].
The main result of this paper is about constructing a class of higher inductive types from simple ones. Both
Kraus and Van Doorn show that the propositional truncation can be constructed from non-recursive HITs
[29,43] and Rijke shows that every truncation can be constructed via non-recursive HITs [37]. Note that these
all are about truncations instead of a more general scheme. However, contrary to our result, they do not rely
on the restriction to set-truncated types. Kaposi et al. [27] show that can finitary QIITs can be constructed
from one specific QIIT, but their construction relies on UIP. From our construction, we deduce that the path
space of each HIT is freely generated. Kraus and Von Raumer obtained a similar property for the coequalizer
by providing a nicer induction principle for its path types [30].
Reducing the existence of HITs to the existence of a small number of them, gives an approach to defining
the semantics of HITs. Other approaches to this problem have also been considered. Coquand et al. interpret
various higher inductive types, such as spheres, the torus, the truncation, and the pushout, in cubical type
theory [13,17,18]. All of these examples are not set-truncated and thus not covered by our scheme. On the other
hand, Lumsdaine and Shulman also study the semantics of higher inductive types using a semantic scheme (cell
monads with parameters) and they prove existence in sufficiently nice Quillen model categories [34]. Dybjer
and Moeneclaey give an interpretation of their scheme in the groupoid model [20,25].
1.2

Overview

We start in Section 2 by recalling some definitions from HoTT and category theory required for the remainder
of the paper. In Section 3, we define signatures for higher inductive types and give a couple of examples.
Next we define algebras in both the categories of sets and setoids for such signatures in Section 4. We define
the induction principle of HITs via displayed algebras in Section 5 and we show that initial objects satisfy
this principle. Section 6 contains the main result of this paper and there we construct an adjunction between
algebras in sets and setoids, and we use it to construct the initial algebra in sets via the initial algebra in
setoids. We study the consequences of this construction in Section 7 and in Section 8, we conclude and discuss
further work.
All material in this paper are formalized over the UniMath library [44]. The proof of the main theorem
2
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is 4060 lines of code and the additional examples are 3278 lines of code. The formalization can be found on
https://github.com/nmvdw/SetHITs.

2

Preliminaries

We start by recalling some definitions and notations from homotopy type theory and the basics of category
theory in HoTT [2,35,41]. The first notion we need, is the dependent equality type.
Definition 2.1 Given a type X, inhabitants x, y : X, a type family Y on X, and a path p : x = y, we define
by path induction a function transportY p : Y x → Y y, which is the identity function for the reflexivity path.
If we have a path p : x = y and inhabitants z1 : Y x and z2 : Y y, we write z1 =p z2 for transportY p z1 = z2 .
One of the core features of HoTT, is that equality is proof relevant. This means that not all inhabitants of
x = y are necessarily equal. Some types might actually have proof irrelevant equality, and we call such types
sets. More precisely, we define
Definition 2.2 A type X is a (mere) proposition if for all x, y : X we have x = y. A type X is a set if for all
x, y : X the type x = y is a proposition. We write isaprop(X) and isaset(X) to say that X is a proposition and
set respectively.
Our goal is to construct all higher inductive types from two specific ones, namely the quotient type and the
propositional truncation. We only give their introduction rules here, and for their elimination and computation
rules, we refer the reader to the literature [41].
Definition 2.3 Let X be a type and let R be an equivalence relation on X. The quotient type X/R is the
higher inductive type generated by
x, y : X
r :Rxy
x:X
isaset(X/R)
class x : X/R
classeq r : class x = class y
Definition 2.4 Let X be a type. The propositional truncation kXk is the higher inductive type generated by
x:X
|x| : kXk

isaprop(kXk)

Next we briefly discuss category theory in univalent foundations [2,41]. We start by recalling the definition
of categories. This is almost the same as the usual definition in mathematics, but there is a slight discrepancy
between the objects and arrows. While the objects can be any type, the arrows have to form a set. Proof
relevant equality on arrows would induce the structure of a higher category instead of an ordinary one.
Definition 2.5 A category C consists of a type C0 of objects and a set X → Y of morphisms for each X, Y : C0
together with identity morphisms idX : X → X for each X : C0 and a compositions g ◦ f : X → Z for all
mophisms f : X → Y and g : Y → Z such that the usual associativity and identity laws holds.
We define isomorphisms in categories the usual way and we denote the type of isomorphisms from X to Y
by X ∼
= Y . In the remainder, we also make use of univalent categories. These are categories in which equality
on objects is equivalent to isomorphisms between them. For the definition of equivalence of equivalences, we
refer the reader to the literature [41]. More precisely, we define
Definition 2.6 Let C be a category. Note that for all objects X and Y we have a map idtoisoX,Y : X = Y →
X∼
= Y sending the reflexivity path to the identity isomorphism. Then we say C is univalent if idtoisoX,Y is an
equivalence for each X and Y .
The primary example of a univalent category is hSet, whose objects are sets and morphisms are functions.
Another example of a univalent category which we use frequently, is the category of setoids.
Definition 2.7 A setoid is a set X together with an equivalence relation on X. A setoid morphism between
two setoids is a map between the underlying sets which preserves the equivalence relation. The category Setoid
of setoids is the category with setoids and setoid morphisms as objects and morphisms.
Recall that, If R is an equivalence relation on X, each R x y has to be a proposition. Note that in the usual
category of setoids, one would take a quotient of the setoid morphisms. However, we refrain to do so, because
in our construction, we do not need any additional equality. If X is a set and R is an equivalence relation on
X, then we write (X, R) for the setoid with this data. If no confusion arises, we write x ≡ y for R x y.
3
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We finish this section by giving some operations of functors and natural transformations, which we need
in Definition 4.2. Functors and natural transformations are defined the usual way [35], and we write C −→ D
and F =⇒ G for the type of functors from C to D and transformations from F to G respectively.
Notation 2.8 We have the following functors.
•
•
•
•
•

For each category C, we have the identity idC : C −→ C.
For F : C1 −→ C2 and G : C2 −→ C3 , we have a composition G ◦ F : C1 −→ C3 ;
If D has binary products, then for F, G : C −→ D, we have a product F × G : C −→ D;
If D has binary sums, then for F, G : C −→ D, we have a sum F + G : C −→ D;
For each object X : D, we have a constant functor CX : C −→ D.

Notation 2.9 We have the following natural transformations.
•

Given F, G : C −→ D, we have
inl : F =⇒ F + G

•

pr1 : F × G =⇒ F

inr : G =⇒ F + G

pr2 : F × G =⇒ G

Given two transformations η1 : G1 ◦ F =⇒ G2 ◦ F and η2 : G1 ◦ F =⇒ G3 ◦ F , we have a pairing
(η1 , η2 ) : G1 ◦ F =⇒ G2 × G3 ◦ F.

•

Given functors F : C1 −→ C2 and G1 .G2 : C2 −→ C3 , and a transformation η : G1 =⇒ G2 , we have
η B F : G1 ◦ F =⇒ G2 ◦ F

•

Given a functor F : C −→ hSet, a set X : hSet, and x : X, we have a transformation cx : F =⇒ CX

The type of (η1 , η2 ) might seem unnatural. However, it is precisely this type we need for the constructions
in Definition 4.2..

3

Signature of HITs

Before we study the construction of set truncated HITs, we first give a precise definition of those. We describe
HITs by saying how to construct points and paths. For example, the integers modulo 2, which we considered
in the introduction, has two constructors for points, namely Z ad S, and one for the paths, namely mod. The
signature of this type would thus indicate that we have one nullary and one unary operation, and a path of
the required type. In this section, we define a type of signatures as internalized variation of the one by Basold
et al. [12], and then in the upcoming sections, we define HITs for a signature.
The first ingredient of the signature, is the arity of the point constructor. This is described by a finitary
polynomial functor, and we define those as the following type.
Definition 3.1 We define the type P of codes of finitary polynomials as the inductive type generated by the
following constructors.
P :P
Q:P
P :P
Q:P
X : hSet
I:P
CX :P
P +Q:P
P ×Q:P
In the next section, we show that each code P : P gives rise to a functor JP K : hSet −→ hSet. Each higher
inductive type H has a point constructor c : JP K H → H, which represents the introduction rule for points.
HITs also have an introduction rule for paths, and for those, we need to give the possible endpoints of paths.
Each path is given by a universally quantified equation, which can possibly make use of the point constructor.
For this reason, the type of endpoint must depend on the data of the point constructor. We also indicate the
source and target of the equation, and both of them depend polynomially on the HIT being defined. The type
of endpoints is defined inductively.
Definition 3.2 Given polynomials, A, P, Q : P, the type EA (P, Q) of endpoints is inductively generated by
the following constructors.
P :P
idA : EA (P, P )
P, Q : P
inl : EA (P, P + Q)

P, Q, R : P

e1 : EA (P, Q)
e2 : EA (Q, R)
e1 · e2 : EA (P, R)

P, Q : P
inr : EA (Q, P + Q)

P, Q : P
pr1 : EA (P × Q, P )
4

P, Q : P
pr2 : EA (P × Q, Q)
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constr : EA (A, I)

P :P

P, Q, R : P

X : hSet
x:X
c x : EA (P, C X)

e1 : EA (P, Q)
e2 : EA (P, R)
(e1 , e2 ) : EA (P, Q × R)

In the formalization, we also include for each f : X → Y an endpoint fmap f : EA (C X, C Y ), which we do
not discuss here. The polynomial A represents the point constructor and that explains the endpoint constr.
The polynomials P and Q represent the source and target of the equation respectively. If we have a set X with
a map c : JAK X → X, each endpoint e : EA (P, Q) gives rise to a natural morphism from the functor JP K to
JQK where constr is interpreted using c. These maps are the left- and right-hand side of the equations.
Now we put it all together to define signatures of HITs. Note that we index the path constructors by a
type meaning that we could possibly have infinitely many path constructors.
Definition 3.3 A HIT signature S consists of
•
•
•
•

A polynomial Spt : P representing the point constructor;
A type Spth representing the names of path constructors;
A family Sarg : Spth → P representing the arguments of the paths;
Q
Maps Slhs , Srhs : (j : Spth ), ESpt (Sarg j, I) representing the left- and right-hand side of the equations.
Briefly, the signature S represents the following HIT

Inductive H :=
| c : JS
Qpt K H → HQ
| p : (j : Spth ), (x : JSarg jK H), JSlhs jK H x = JSrhs jK H x
| s : isaset(H)

Since our goal is to interpret set-truncated HITs, we require the constructor s. To illustrate the possibilities
of this definition, we define two examples from the introduction as HIT signatures. The first one is the integers
modulo 2 and the second one is the propositional truncation of a set.
Example 3.4 Recall Z2 from the introduction. We represent it by the signature mod defined as follows
modpt := I + (C 1)

modpth := 1

modlhs j := inl · constr · inl · constr

modarg := I
modrhs j := idI

Intuitively, this signature represents a HIT H with operation H + 1 → H representing the successor and
zero. Note that the endpoint inl · constr takes the successor, so, the equation says that S(S x) = x for all
x : X. Since signatures can depend on types, we can also define the propositional truncation.
Example 3.5 Let A be a set. We represent its truncation by the following signature.
truncpt := C A

truncpth := 1

trunclhs j := pr1

truncarg := I × I

truncrhs j := pr2

Other examples, such as the integers, free algebras, and the ring of polynomials, can be found in the
formalization. This signature represents a HIT H with a map A → H and for which all inhabitants are equal,
which is precisely the propositional truncation from Definition 2.4 for sets A.

4
4.1

Algebras
Algebras in Sets

To define HITs on a signature, we need to give the introduction, elimination, and compuation rules. Let us
start with the introduction rule, which we define via algebras. Note that this rule comes in two flavors: one
for the points and one forthe paths. For this reason, we define algebras in two steps.
We start by saying how to interpret the point constructors.
Definition 4.1 For each P : P, we define a functor JP K : hSet −→ hSet as follows
JC XK := CX

JIK := idhSet

JP + QK := JP K + JQK
5

JP × QK := JP K × JQK
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We write FAlg(F ) for the category of algebras on the functor F : C −→ C. Its objects are pairs X : C
together with an arrow C1 (F X, X). The morphisms from (X, f ) to (Y, g) consist of maps h : C1 (X, Y ) such
that h ◦ f = g ◦ F (h). Note that we always have a forgetful functor UF : FAlg(F ) −→ C.
Now we define the category PreAlghSet (S) to be FAlg(JSpt K). Since the objects do not satisfy the
equations in S, we call this the category of prealgebras. To obtain actual algebras of S, we need to interpret
the equations. For that, we first give a semantics of endpoints as natural transformations, which are defined
using the transformations from Lemma 2.9. Besides, we use for each polynomial P the transformation constrP :
JP K ◦ UP =⇒ JIK ◦ UP whose components are given by the prealgebra map.
Definition 4.2 For each endpoint e : EA (P, Q), we define a natural transformation JeK : JP K ◦ UA =⇒ JQK ◦ UA
Je1 · e2 K := Je2 K ◦ Je1 K

JidP K := id

Jpr1 K := pr1 B UA

JinlK := inl B UA

Jpr2 K := pr2 B UA

JinrK := inr B UA

J(e1 , e2 )K := (Je1 K, Je2 K)

Jc tK := ct

JconstrK := constrA

Note that JconstrK is required to have type JP K ◦ UP =⇒ JIK ◦ UP . Since the functors JIK ◦ UP and UP
are only equal up to propositional equality, we defined constrA to be of that type instead of the expected
JP K ◦ UP =⇒ UP , Now we have everything in place to define algebras on S. An algebra on S consists of a
prealgebra together with proofs that the equations in S are satisfied. Since the carrier of each prealgebra is
a set, the equations form a proposition. Hence, we define the category of S-algebras as a full subcategory of
PreAlghSet (Spt ).
Definition 4.3 Let S be a HIT signature. Then we define the category AlghSet (S) of S-algebras as the full
subcategory of PreAlghSet (Spt ) such that each object X satisfies
Y
Y
(j : Spth ), (x : JSarg jK X), JSlhs jK X x = JSrhs jK X x.
For an algebra X, we denote itsQoperation Q
by pointX : JSpt K X → X. The path witnessing the equalities of
the algebra is denoted by pathX : (j : Spth ), (x : JSarg jK X), JSlhs jK x = JSrhs jK x. Note that the category
of S-algebras is univalent. This follows from the fact that the category of algebras on a functor is univalent
and that univalence is preserved under taking full subcategories.
Proposition 4.4 The category of S-algebras in sets is univalent.
Before we look at algebras in setoids in more detail, we recall the examples in the previous section and look
what algebras on those signatures are.
Example 4.5 Recall the signature mod from Example 3.4. A prealgebra of mod consists of a set X and a map
f : X + 1 → X. We define SX x := f (inl x) and ZX = f (inr tt). An algebra of mod consists of a prealgebra X
such that for all x : X, we have SX (SX x) = x.
Example 4.6 Recall trunc from Example 3.5. For a set A. an algebra of trunc A consists of a set X and a
map f : A → X such that for all (x, y) : X × X, we have x = y. In particular, this means X is a proposition.
4.2

Algebras in Setoids

Our goal is to construct HITs as a quotient of a certain setoids. To guarantee that the resulting quotient has
the right introduction rule, we require extra structure from the setoid. This is given by an algebra structure
on the setoid.
To interpret the action of P on setoids, we first define its action on equivalence relations, and we need some
preliminary operations for that. Note that for each set T , we have an equivalence relation Path T on T such
that Path T x y := x = y. Furthermore, given types X and Y with equivalence relations RX and RY on them,
we can define equivalence relations RX + RY and RX × RY on X + Y and X × Y respectively. These are
defined as follows
RX × RY (x1 , y1 ) (x2 , y2 ) := (RX x1 x2 ) × (RY y1 y2 )
RX + RY (inl x1 ) (inl x2 ) := RX x1 x2

RX + RY (inr y1 ) (inr y2 ) := RY y1 y2

RX + RY (inl x) (inr y) := 0

RX + RY (inr y) (inl x) := 0

Definition 4.7 Let R be an equivalence relation on a set X and let P : P be a polynomial. By induction, we
define an equivalence relation Pb R on JP K X.
\
(C
T ) R := Path T

bI R := R

b R)
(P\
+ Q) R := (Pb R) + (Q
6

b R)
(P\
× Q) R := (Pb R) × (Q
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Now we define the functor hP i : Setoid −→ Setoid by hP i(X, R) = (JP K X, Pb R).
The functor hP i could also be defined by using that the category of setoids is Cartesian closed. However,
we chose this definition, because it was more convenient in the formalization. This is because the underlying
set of hP i(X) can be computed definitionally.
With these definitions in place, we obtain a category PreAlgSetoid (S) of setoid prealgebras on S. To
define algebras on S, we also need to interpret endpoints for which we use setoid morphisms instead of natural
transformations.
Definition 4.8 Let e : EA (P, Q) be an endpoint and let X be a setoid prealgebra on A. Then we define hei to
be the setoid morphism from hP i(X) to hQi(X) whose carrier is JeK.
The requirement for hei to be a setoid morphism, is that for x, y : hP iX with r : x ≡ y, we have JeKx ≡ JeKy.
The category of algebras on S is defined differently for setoids than for sets. While for sets, the equations of
algebras are witnessed by actual equalities, the equations for setoids are witnessed by the equivalence relation.
Note that such relations are families of propositions meaning again this gives rise to a proposition and thus we
define it as a full subcategory.
Definition 4.9 Let S be a HIT signature. Then we define the category of S-setoid-algebras as the full
subcategory of PreAlgSetoid (Spt ) such that each object satisfies
Y
Y
(j : Spth ), (x : Sarg j), JSlhs jK x ≡ JSrhs jK x.
Since the category of setoids is univalent, the category of S-setoid-algebras is univalent as well.
Proposition 4.10 The category of S-setoid-algebras is univalent.

5

The Induction Principle

With the introduction rules covered by the algebra structure, we now take a look a the elimination and
computation rules. For this, we use displayed algebras [26,39]. These represent the input of the elimination
rule. For the output, we define displayed algebra maps, also known as sections. The elimination rule says that
we have a displayed algebra map to every displayed algebra, while the computation rule says that the algebra
in place. Once we have this machinery in place, we define higher inductive type on a signature.
Since our goal is to construct HITs, we need to find an algebra for which the elimination rule holds, and for
that, we use initial algebra semantics [4,11,39]. More specifically, we show that the initial algebra satisfies the
induction rule. Hence, to obtain a HIT, it suffices to construct the initial algebra, which is more convenient in
the language of category theory.
5.1

Displayed Algebras

A displayed algebra is the input of the elimination rule. This means that we have a dependent family and a
dependent map over the point constructor. Furthermore, dependent versions of the equations in the signature
need to hold. Displayed algebras are similar to displayed categories [3].
To formulate these requirements precisely, we need two preliminary definitions. The first one is the action
of polynomials on families of sets while the second one interprets endpoints as dependent maps.
Definition 5.1 Given are P : P and Y : X → hSet. We define P Y : JP K X → hSet by induction
C X Y x := X

P × Q Y x := P Y (pr1 x) × Q Y (pr2 x)

I Y x := Y x

P + Q Y (inl x) := P Y x

P + Q Y (inr x) := Q Y x

Definition 5.2 Let AQbe a polynomial, X be a prealgebra on A, and let e : EA (P,
Q Q). Suppose, we have a family
Y on X and a map c : (z : JAKX), P Y z → Y (pointX z). We define a map ec : (z : JP KX), P Y z → QY (JeKz)
by induction on e
idP c z y := y

e1 · e2 c z y := e2 c (Je1 K X z) (e1 c z y)

pr1 c z y := pr1 y

pr2 c z y := pr2 y

inl c z y := y

inr c z y := y

(e1 , e2 ) c z y := (e1 c z y, e2 c z y)
7

c t c z y := t

constr c := c
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With this in place, we define displayed algebras. Note that since we are working in a family of sets, we
need to use the dependent equality type from Definition 2.1 instead of the ordinary one.
Definition 5.3 Give are a signature S and an algebra X on S. Then a displayed algebra over X consists of
•
•
•

A type family Y : X → hSet;
Q
An operation cY : (z : JSpt KX), Spt Y z → Y (pointX z);

For each j : Spth , x : JSarg K X, and y : Sarg Y x, a path pY : Slhs cY x y =pathX j x Srhs cY x y.

Now we got the input for the elimination rule in place and the next step is to look at the output. This
is a dependent map which preserves the algebra structure. To state this preservation property, we need yet
another operation on polynomials.
Definition
5.4 Let P be a polynomial, Q
let X be a set, and let Y be a family of sets on X. Given a map
Q
f : (x : X), Y x, we define a map P f : (x : JP K X), P Y x by induction
C X f x := x

I f := f

P × Q f x := (P f (pr1 x), Q f (pr2 x))

P + Q f (inl x) := P f x

P + Q f (inr x) := Q f x

Definition
5.5 Let Y be a displayed algebra over X. Then a displayed algebra map to Y consists of a map
Q
f : (x : X), Y x such that for each x : JSpt KX, we have f (pointX x) = cY x (Spt f x).
With all this in place, we can define the notion of a higher inductive type on a signature. Note that a HIT
needs to be an algebra so that we have the correct introduction rules and note that we use displayed algebras
to formulate the elimination principle.
Definition 5.6 Let S be a HIT signature. A higher inductive type on S consists of an algebra H such that
for each displayed algebra Y on H, we have a displayed algebra map to Y .
Note that HITs of S satisfy analogous rules to those defined by Basold et al. [12]. As usual, the induction
rule only guarantees the existence of a dependent map. This obtained map is unique, which is again proven
by induction. Furthermore, HITs on the signatures we discussed before, the integers modulo 2 in Example 3.4
and the propositional truncation in Example 3.5, satisfy the induction rule given in Basold et al. [12].
There are only two differences: the computation rule only holds propositionally rather than definitionally.
In addition, we can only map HITs into sets. This is because it also has constructors, which guarantee it is
a set. The algebra structure gives the right introduction rules and the existence of the displayed algebra map
gives the required elimination and computation rules.
5.2

Obtaining Induction from Initiality

Next we show how to obtain the induction principle from initiality. This way it suffices construct an initial
algebra of the signatureRto obtain a HIT, which is more convenient in category theory. To this end, we first
define the total algebra Y of a displayed Y on X together a projection π1Y to X.
R
R
P
We define the carrier of Y by the dependent sum (x : X), Y x Rand for brevity,
we denote this by Y .
R
To show this is an algebra, we first need to define a map cR Y : JSpt K ( Y ) → Y . The main idea is that we
use the algebra map of X for the first component and the displayed algebra map of Y for the second one. We
introduce an intermediate definition, which allows us to access the right data.
Definition 5.7 Let P be a polynomial and let Y be a family of sets on X. We define a map
π1P : JP K (
We also define a map π2P :

Q

X
(x : X), Y x) → JP K X

(x : JP K (

π2C T x := x

π1P x := JP K pr1 x

P
(x : X), Y x)), P Y (π1P x) by induction on P .
π2P ×Q x := (π2P (pr1 x), π2Q (pr2 x))

π2I x := pr2 x

π2P +Q (inr x) := π2Q x

π2P +Q (inl x) := π2P x
8
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R
S
Now let z : JSpt K ( Y ). The first coordinate of pointR Y z is defined to be pointX (π1 pt x). The second
S

S

coordinate of pointR Y z is defined by cY (π1 pt x) (π2 pt x). The main challenge lies within proving the equations.
To do so, we compute the valuation of endpoints in the total algebra via those in X and Y .
Lemma 5.8 For every endpoint e : ESpt (P, Q), we have
Z
epr1 : JeK X (π1P x) = π1Q (JeK ( Y ) x)

epr2 : e cY (π2P x) =epr1 π2Q (JeK (

Z
Y ) x)

R
All in all, given a displayedR algebra Y on some algebra X, we get the total algebra Y . We also define an
algebra homomorphism π1Y : Y → X, which sends z to its first projection pr1 z. The reason why we care
about this construction, is the following proposition.
R
Proposition 5.9 From an algebra homomorphism f : X → Y such that π1Y ◦ f is the identity, we obtain a
displayed algebra map from X to Y .
Now suppose RX is an initial object in the category of algebras. Then, due to initiality, we always have
a map f : X → Y , and the composition π1Y ◦ f : X → X must be the identity because initiality ensures
uniqueness of homomorphisms. Hence, we conclude
Corollary 5.10 If X is an initial object in the category of algebras on S, then X is a HIT for S.

6

Constructing the Initial Algebra

To construct the initial algebra, we first lift the quotient to a left adjoint functor from algebras in setoids
to algebras in sets. Such functors preserve initial objects, and thus it suffices to construct the initial setoid
algebra. For that, we use an adaption of Dybjer’s and Moeneclaey’s interpretation of HITs in the setoid model
[20,36]. In the remainder of this section, we work with a fixed signature S.
6.1

Quotient Adjunction

We start by defining a left adjoint functor Q : Setoid −→ hSet. On objects, we define Q (X, R) = X/R
and its action on morphisms is defined by recursion on the quotient type. The laws are proven by quotient
induction. The right adjoint is the path setoid functor π0 : hSet −→ Setoid. For sets X, we define the
functor π0 X to be (X, Path X). Note that this action is functorial and that this gives rise to an adjunction.
Lemma 6.1 (Theorem 2.20 from [38]) We have an adjunction Q a π0 .
6.2

The Adjunction on Prealgebras

With this adjunction in place, our first step is to lift it to the level of prealgebras. For this, we use a result
from Hermida and Jacobs [23]. Note that this is also related to the fact that the 2-functor from the bicategory
of endofunctors to the bicategory of categories preserves adjunctions [40].
The first step, is to lift the functors for which we use the following lemma.
Lemma 6.2 Given are categories C and D, functors A1 : C −→ C, A2 : D −→ D, and F : C −→ D, and a
natural transformation n : A2 ◦ F =⇒ F ◦ A1 . Then we get a functor F PreAlg : FAlg(A1 ) −→ FAlg(A2 ).
For algebras (X, f ) : FAlg(A1 ), we define F PreAlg (X, f ) = (F X, F f ◦ n X). To lift the quotient and the
path setoid, we need a lemma.
Lemma 6.3 The functors π0 and Q commute with sums and products. This gives rise to two natural isomorP
phisms nP
1 : hP i ◦ π0 =⇒ π0 ◦ JP K and n2 : hP i ◦ Q =⇒ Q ◦ JP K.

Proving that Q commutes with products makes essential use of the double recursion principle of the quotient
type, which allows defining functions Q X × Q Y → Z. Using Lemmata 6.2 and 6.3, we lift both the quotient
and the path setoid functors to obtain.
QPreAlg : PreAlgSetoid (S) −→ PreAlghSet (S)

π0PreAlg : PreAlghSet (S) −→ PreAlgSetoid (S).

This gives the required functors for the adjunction on the level of algebras, and the next step is to obtain the
new unit and counit. The main idea is to show that the unit and counit are algebra homormophisms.
9
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Proposition 6.4 Given are categories C and D, functors A1 : C −→ C, A2 : D −→ D, and L : C −→ D, and
a natural transformation n : A2 ◦ L =⇒ L ◦ A1 . In addition, suppose we a functor R : D −→ C together with
a natural transformation m : A1 ◦ R =⇒ R ◦ A2 and an adjunction L a R with unit η and counit ε. We also
assume that for each X : C and Y : D the following diagrams commute
A1 Y

A2 (L(R X))

A1 (η Y )

n(R X)


L(A1 (R X))

m(L X)

A2 ( X)
η (A1 X)

L(m X)


R(L(A2 X))

/ A1 (R(L Y ))

R(A2 (L X))

R(n X)

(A1 X)

" 
R(L(A1 Y ))

"
/ A2 X

Then the maps ε X and η Y are algebra homomorphisms for each X : C and Y : D. Furthermore, we have an
adjunction LPreAlg a RPreAlg .
For the verification of the conditions of this proposition for the path setoid and quotient, we refer the reader
to the formalization. Now we conclude
Lemma 6.5 We have an adjunction QPreAlg a π0PreAlg .
6.3

Algebras

If C is a category and P is a family of propositions on C, then we write full(C, P ) for the full subcategory of C
in which each object satisfies P . First, we look at a way to obtain adjunctions between full subcategories.
Lemma 6.6 Let C and D be categories, let P1 and P2 be families of propositions on C and D respectively, and
suppose we have a functor F : C −→ D. If for each object x : C we have P1 x → P2 (F x), then we get a functor
Fsub : full(C, P1 ) −→ full(D, P2 ).
Proposition 6.7 Let C and D be categories, let P1 and P2 be families of propositions on C and D respectively,
and suppose we have an adjunction L a R with L : C −→ D. If for each object x : C we have P1 x → P2 (L x)
and for each y : D we have P2 x → P1 (R x), then we get an adjunction Lsub a Rsub .
Now we would like to apply this proposition to the adjunction obtained from Lemma 6.5. For that, we first
need to calculate the action of the endpoints. This is done by the following lemma.
Lemma 6.8 Given is an endpoint e : EA (P, Q). For every set prealgebra X, we have the following equality
Q
PreAlg
π0 (JeK X) ◦ nP
X).
1 X = n1 X ◦ hei (π0

For every setoid prealgebra X, we have the following equality.
PreAlg
Q (hei X) ◦ nP
X).
2 X = JeK (Q

For the quotient, a similar lemma is required and for its precise formulation, we refer the reader the
formalization. With all this in place, we obtain the desired adjunction.
Theorem 6.9 We have an adjunction QAlg a π0Alg .
6.4

Initial Setoid Algebra

The initial setoid is constructed in two steps. First we define its carrier as the initial algebra on Spt and then
we define the equivalence relation as the least congruence relation containing the equations in S and preserving
equality of the point constructor.
Lemma 6.10 The category PreAlghSet (Spt ) has an initial object.
This follows from Adámek’s theorem and the fact that the functor JP K is ω-continuous for each P . The
colimits required for this theorem are constructed from quotient types. We denote the initial object of this
category by (X , f ). The carrier of the desired setoid is X and the next step is to define the equivalence relation
on X . The main difficulty of defining this relation, is that we need to be able to lift f to a setoid morphism
meaning that JSpt KX must be defined correctly. For that reason, we first define a relation on JP K X for P : P.
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Definition 6.11 Given is P : P and a signature S. The relation R∗ P on JP K X is inductively generated by
the constructors
r : R∗ P x y
x : JP K X
r1 : R∗ P x y
r2 : R∗ P y z
∗
sym r : R P y x
trans r1 r2 : R∗ P x z
refl x : R∗ P x x
r : R∗ P2 x y
r : R ∗ P1 x y
inl r : R∗ (P1 + P2 ) (inl x) (inl y)
inr r : R∗ (P1 + P2 ) (inr x) (inr y)
r1 : R∗ P1 x1 x2
r2 : R∗ P2 y1 y2
pair r1 r2 : R∗ (P1 × P2 ) (x1 , x2 ) (y1 , y2 )
j : Spth
x : JSarg jK X
∗
path j x : R I (JSlhs jK X x) (JSrhs jK X x)

r : R∗ Spt x y
cong r : R∗ I (f x) (f y)

The extra argument P represents the sort of x, and we leave the signature S implicit when talking about
this relation. Now we define a relation on X by R x y = kR∗ I x yk. Because of the truncation, each R x y
is a proposition. Note that R is an equivalence relation, because of the constructor refl, sym, and trans.
In addition, all equations in S are validated in R by path. Finally, with the constructors pair, inl, inr,
and cong, we can show that f preserves R. Hence, we obtain a setoid I := (X , R∗ ) together with a setoid
morphism ϕ : hP i I → I. To show that this is the initial setoid algebra, we first need a property of R, which
allows us to construct maps from I to algebras.
Lemma 6.12 If g is a prealgebra morphism from X to an algebra, then g preserves R.
Now we show that I is an initial object in AlghSet (S). To show that we always have a homomorphism
from I to an algebra X, we use that X is the initial prealgebra and Lemma 6.12. Furthermore, note that two
setoid morphisms are equal if their underlying carriers are equal and two algebra morphisms are also equal if
their underlying carrier is equal. Hence, the uniqueness also follows from initiality of R∗ . All in all, we get
Theorem 6.13 The algebra I is the initial object of AlgSetoid (S).
From Theorems 6.9 and 6.13 we conclude
Corollary 6.14 For each signature S, there is a HIT on S.

7
7.1

Consequences
Uniqueness of HITs

Now we discuss two consequences of this construction. A first property of higher inductive types, is that they
are unique up to equality. For that, we first show that higher inductives are initial algebras. This requires
the well-known result that induction implies initiality [11,39]. Note that in Section 5 we used the converse
statement, namely that initiality implies induction.
To show a HIT H is initial, we must show that for each algebra X the set of morphisms from H to X is
contractible. This means that there is precisely one homomorphism from H to X. To show the existence, we
use the following two lemmata.
Lemma 7.1 Let X and Y be algebras on S. Then there is a displayed algebra const Y on X of which the
underlying type family is Y on each point of X.
Lemma 7.2 Let X be Y be algebras on S. If we have a displayed algebra map from X to const Y , then we
have an algebra homomorphism from X to Y .
Corollary 7.3 If X is a HIT for S, then for each algebra Y we have an algebra map from X to Y .
To show uniqueness, we use an alternative induction principle for families of propositions. More specifically,
we use the following lemma.
Lemma 7.4 Let H be a HIT of S and suppose Y is a family of propositions on H. If we have an operation
c:
then we have a map

Y
(z : JSpt KH), Spt Y z → Y (pointX z),

Q
(x : H), Y x.
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To prove the uniqueness of the map, we use function extensionality and the previous lemma. This is
sufficient to conclude that higher inductive types are initial objects.
Proposition 7.5 If H is a HIT for S, then H is an initial S-algebra.
Now we take advantage of Proposition 4.4 where we proved that the category of algebras is univalent. Since
initial objects in a univalent category are unique up to equality, we can immediately conclude that HITs are
actually unique up to equality. All in all, we get
Corollary 7.6 If H1 and H2 are HITs for S, then the underlying S-algebras of H1 and H2 are equal.
7.2

Path Spaces of HITs

The construction of HITs also allows us to characterize the path space up to equivalence. For this, we first
recall the characterization of the path space of the quotient type.
Proposition 7.7 (Lemma 10.1.8 from [41]) Let X be a type and let R be an equivalence relation on X.
Then for each x, y : X, we have an equivalence R x y ' class x = class y.
Now we specialize this theorem to HITs constructed according to Theorem 6.14. This allows us to conclude
that the path space of set truncated HITs is freely generated.
Corollary 7.8 Let S be a signature. Then for each x, y : X we have an equivalence R x y ' class x = class y
using X and R as defined in the previous section.
Hence, since HITs are unique, they must be equal to the HIT we constructed in the previous section, and
this determines the path spaces of HITs. Note that this corollary gives an induction principle for the type
class x = class y, because R is defined as the propositional truncation of an inductive type, For this reason,
we conclude that the path space of higher inductive types are freely generated.

8

Conclusion and Further Work

We have shown how to construct finitary set-truncated higher inductive types using the quotient and propositional truncation in Theorem 6.14. Since truncations and the quotient can be constructed from non-recursive
HITs, this proves that all finitary set-truncated HITs can be constructed from non-recursive ones. Besides
that, we took advantage of this construction to show uniqueness of HITs in Corollary 7.6 and to characterize
their path space in Corollary 7.8.
The method used in this paper crucially relies on the polynomials being finitary. To show that Infinitary
polynomials commute with quotients, one needs the axiom of choice [16]. Furthermore, Lumsdaine and Shulman
gave an infinitary HIT which cannot be constructed from pushouts, and thus this result cannot be extended
to infinitary polynomials.
However, a possible extension would be by allowing the arguments of point constructors to depend on
previous ones [4]. For a construction of all finitary HITs, higher path constructors need to be allowed and
the HITs need to be interpreted in some higher category. A first step towards that goal, would be adapting
this construction to bicategory theory [1,14] and constructing higher inductive 1-types using Dybjer’s and
Moeneclaey’s interpretation of those in groupoids [20]. For non-truncated types, a type theoretic definition
of ω-groupoid would be required [8,14,21,24]. In both cases, one also needs to interpret the endpoints of
homotopies. In addition, the path computation rules become relevant. Proving the induction principle from
initiality is more difficult then, because equality becomes proof relevant giving nontrivial transports. In this
setting, Corollary 7.8 is more interesting, because the computation rules of path constructors become nontrivial.
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